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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 

 
BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENCING BOARD 

 
 
 
In the Matter of                 ׀ 
 ׀        
SOUTHERN NUCLEAR OPERATING COMPANY ׀Docket No. 52-011- ESP 
 ׀        
 (Early Site Permit-Vogtle Electric Generating Plant) ׀ ASLBP No. 07-850-01-ESP-BD01 
 ׀        
 ׀ _______________________________________________
 

DECLARATION OF BILL POWERS
 
State of California  
 
San Diego County 
 
I, Bill Powers, do hereby declare as follows: 
 
1. My name is Bill Powers.  I am the principal of Powers Engineering, an engineering firm 

that consults on power generation, pollution control, and cooling technology issues and 

implementation.  My office is located in San Diego, California.   My professional and 

educational experience is summarized in the curriculum vitae attached to this affidavit.    

2. I received a Bachelor of Science from Duke University in Mechanical Engineering and a 

Masters of Public Health in Environmental Sciences from the University of North Carolina.  I am 

a registered engineer in the state of California.   In 1986 I received “Engineer of the Year” award 

from the Naval Energy and Environment Support Activity, Port Hueneme.  I also received the 

“Engineer of the Year” award from ENSR, Consulting and Engineering, in 1991 and 

“Productivity Award of Excellence” from the US Department of Defense in 1985. 

3. I have over 25 years experience as a lead engineer and project manager for power 

generation, permitting, and emissions control projects for a number of clients.  I have also served 
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as a power engineering expert for the cities of Carlsbad, CA, Houston, TX and Dallas, TX.   I 

have provided expert testimony, conducted feasibility studies, and consulted on permitting 

regulation in a number of states including Kentucky, Georgia, Massachusetts and California.  

4.  In May of 2003 I co-authored and presented a paper entitled “Design Performance of 

Optimized Air-Cooled Condenser at Crockett Co-Generation Plant” at the EPA Symposium,    

Technologies Protecting Aquatic Organisms from Cooling Intake Structures.  In 2005, I authored 

a study that examined efficiencies of Air-Cooling.  See Attachment C.   

5. I am familiar with SNC’s application for an early site permit (“ESP”) at the VEGP site.  I 

have reviewed excerpts of NRC’s Draft EIS, SNC’s feasibility study on Air Cooling 

Condensation (ACC) system, SNC’s Motion for Summary Adjudication and related documents 

submitted in this matter.  

6. I am providing testimony in support of interveners’ response to the SNC’s motion for 

summary adjudication.  

7. The analysis put forward by SNC’s feasibility study and its expert, Mr. Cuchens, is 

flawed.  Despite the absence of a cooling technology in a standard design, Mr. Cuchens asserts 

that a dry cool system at Plant Vogtle deviates from the AP100 “standard design.”  His statement 

claiming the plant would need to be “totally reworked” to accommodate the AAC system, is a 

gross mischaracterization of the simple modifications that would be required.  Disregarding other 

nuclear plant designs incorporating dry-cooling technology in the U.S. and abroad, Mr. Cuchens 

and SNC incorrectly state that dry cool technologically is impossible and economically 

infeasible.  These conclusions and assertions are incorrect.  

8. The cooling component of a nuclear plant is an ancillary system that is not part of the 

core generating system.  Use of air- cooling technology in this case has no impact on this or any 
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AP1000 reactor design that contains or carries radioactive substances.  There is no nuclear safety 

risk in selecting air cooling over a wet cooling tower in this pressurized water reactor 

application. 

9. Every power plant that is built requires numerous modifications to a generic standard 

design to accommodate site-specific conditions.  Water availability and environmental impacts 

are issues at nuclear plant sites and may make modification to a standard design based on a wet 

cooling tower necessary.  For example, Dominion Resources is currently proposing a parallel 

dry-wet cooling system to greatly reduce water consumption in the cooling system that will be 

used at the North Anna 3 and 4 nuclear reactors (Virginia).  At the Palo Verde Nuclear Plant in 

Arizona, a plant expansion proposed in the late 1970s included the construction of two dry-

cooled 1,100 MW nuclear reactors.  If water availability is an issue, either to protect aquatic 

resources or for lack of sufficient flow, either dry cooling or parallel dry-wet cooling must be 

used.  This is not an engineering gamble that could pose a risk to the reliable performance of the 

nuclear power plant. It is a necessary technical adjustment to the plant design to accommodate 

site-specific limitations. 

10. Dry-Cool technology does not deviate from any “standard design” of the AP1000. Mr. 

Cuchens of Southern Company implies that the standard AP1000 design is sacrosanct and cannot 

be modified without ominous repercussions asserted in his June 25, 2007 analysis titled, 

“Feasibility of Air-Cooled Condenser Cooling System for the Standardized AP1000 Nuclear 

Plant – Revision 3.”  There is no engineering or technical basis for these implications, and those 

that are offered are not substantiated in any way.  

11. A standard design serves as a point of departure for customizing the design for a specific 

site with specific site constraints.  The engineering teams at Westinghouse Nuclear and Toshiba 
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that developed the standard AP1000 design have no knowledge of site constraints specific to 

Plant Vogtle or any other site-specific design. To imply that moving boiler feedwater pumps to a 

slightly different location and providing openings in building walls to accommodate air cooled 

condenser (ACC) steam ducts is a major engineering challenge is erroneous.  These adjustments 

present no engineering challenge.  They are simply design engineering adjustments necessary to 

accommodate the air-cooled system.   

12. Mr. Cuchens’s statements regarding cooling system within the context of a “standard 

design” are contradictory and misleading.  Mr. Cuchens correctly states that the cooling system 

is part of the “balance of plant,” including ancillary systems that are necessary for the plant to 

function, but that are not part of the core power generation system.  He goes further to point out 

that no particular wet cooling system is identified in the standard design.  It could be any wet 

cooling system.  Mr. Cuchens is incorrect, however, in claiming that the standard design 

precludes dry cooling or air cooling technology.   In fact, the standard design accommodates any 

cooling system, wet or dry, as long as the cooling system maintains steam turbine backpressure 

within the design limitations of the steam turbine established by Westinghouse Nuclear in its 

standard AP1000 design.  

13. One implication of Mr. Cuchens’s flawed analysis is that only a standard backpressure 

turbine can be used with the AP1000 design.  High backpressure turbines, rated to 8 inches of 

mercury (Hg) backpressure or greater, are normally specified with air-cooled installations. High 

backpressure turbines are simpler and less expensive than standard backpressure turbines. This 
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means that Southern Company might save money on the steam turbine portion of the AP1000 

standard design if an air-cooled system is selected.1  

14. Mr. Cuchens identifies 35 oF ITD as the state-of-the-art level for ACC technology, and 

shows that 35 oF ITD ACC will maintain steam turbine backpressure within the performance 

envelope of the standard AP1000 steam turbine across the entire ambient temperature range at 

the Vogtle site.  Mr. Cuchens identifies the size and cost of a 35 oF ITD ACC as 230 modules 

and $200 million respectively (pp. 14-15), yet he does the cooling case study using a 20 oF ITD 

ACC that consists of 334 modules and costs $361 million.  The 20 oF ITD ACC matches the hot 

day performance of the wet cooling tower assumed to be a part of the standard AP1000 design. 

No reason is given by Mr. Cuchens explaining why the dry cooled system must match the 

performance of the standard wet tower system at peak hot day conditions. 

15. The estimated annual average efficiency penalty of using dry cooling at Plant Vogtle is 

approximately 1.5 percent using a 35 oF ITD ACC (see Attachment C).  The presumption used 

by Mr. Cuchens in selecting a 20 oF ITD ACC for the case study: that it is necessary to maintain 

the same backpressure with dry cooling at peak hot summer day site conditions that would be 

achieved with wet cooling.  This presumption will always result in a spectacularly oversized 

ACC design.  It makes no sense to build a 334 module ACC that costs $361 million and has a 44 

MW parasitic fan load when a 230 module ACC with 30 MW parasitic fan load would result in 

the same annual energy penalty for the dry cooling option.  ACC design is a balance between 

cost, size, and performance. 

16.        Contrary to Mr. Cuchens’s assertion, the use of Air Cool technology would not require 

an entire “reworking of the turbine building.”  Mr. Cuchens refers to the large surface condensers 

                                                 
1 Telephone communication between Charles Jones, General Electric, and Bill Powers, Powers Engineering, July 26, 
2002, regarding the design and cost of a high backpressure GE D11 steam turbine for use with an air-cooled 
condenser. 
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included in the standard AP1000 design and provides an artist’s rendition of the condensers (pp. 

7-8).  He then goes on to state, “If an ACC were to be designed for an AP1000 unit, the entire 

turbine building would have to be reworked.  In place of the current steam surface condenser, 

three large ducts would have to be constructed beneath the turbine.”  Mr. Cuchens’ assertion that 

the entire turbine building would have to be reworked is an inaccurate characterization.  Mr. 

Cuchens discusses plant modifications, none of which constitute a “reworking” of the entire 

turbine building.  As he points out, the surface condensers necessary for wet cool systems are 

very large.  No surface condensers are used with an ACC.  Removal of surface condensers will 

create adequate space for ACC steam ducts in the exact spot where these ducts need to be located 

below the steam turbine outlet.  Holes will have to be cut in the turbine building wall to allow the 

steam ducts to be interconnected to the ACC.  Cutting 20-foot diameter holes in the wall of a 

large industrial building in no way rises to the level of “reworking the entire turbine building.” 

No other significant physical modifications will be required in or to the turbine building. 

17. Mr. Cuchens correctly notes that the AP1000 with an air-cooled condenser would be 

simpler than the standard AP1000 design (p. 11).  It is generally considered desirable in the 

power plant design engineering world to simplify complex systems wherever possibility.  

Simplification generally makes the system more reliable.  

18. Dry cooling technology has the potential for far greater efficiency than SNC and Mr. 

Cuchens purport in their analysis.  Mr. Cuchens examines efficiencies of 334 and 230 module 

dry cooling design compared to a wet cooling system. The 14 MW higher parasitic fan load of 

the 334 module ACC design essentially negates the higher efficiency of the 334 module design 

relative to the 230 module design. There should be little or no difference in the parasitic load of 

the 35 oF ITD ACC and the 10 oF approach temperature wet cooling tower that Mr. Cuchens uses 
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in his comparative analysis.  See Attachment C for a comparison of the parasitic load of wet and 

dry cooling systems.  Pumping 600,000 gallons per minute of cooling water through the surface 

condensers in the standard AP1000 design requires large amounts of power.  The wet cooling 

tower also has 48 modules and the power demand of 48 large fans serving those modules.  

19. Mr. Cuchens correctly states that use of this 35 oF state-of-the-art design would not 

require any modification to the standard steam turbine used with the AP1000 design.  Use of the 

35 oF ITD ACC would result in a 37 MW reduction in gross power output, a reduction from 

1,193 MW to 1,156 MW, at the design ambient temperature of 95 oF (see table on p. 12).  The 

design ambient temperature is also known as the 1 percent summertime temperature, the 

temperature that is reached or exceeded for 1 percent of the summertime hours.  One (1) percent 

of summertime hours is 29 hours per year. 

20. Mr. Cuchens then goes on to round the 37 MW power output differential between wet 

and dry cooling at peak summertime design conditions to 40 MW and to assume that this 

differential is maintained every hour of the year.  Mr. Cuchens states (p. 11): 

“For example, assuming an average turbine backpressure 4” HgA could be achieved using an 
ACC in conjunction with the standard AP1000 turbine, which as noted above could not be 
achieved during the periods of the year in which the unit was needed most, the result would 
be a loss of around 40 MW out of the generator as compared to operation at the current 
design backpressure of 2.92” HgA.” 

 

This assumption is flawed.  Peak summertime design conditions occur no more than 29 hours a 

year.  The 37 MW differential occurs for 29 hours a year.  There are 8,760 hours in a year.  The 

average MW differential between wet and dry cooling using a 35 oF ITD ACC would fall in the 

range of 15 to 20 MW.  See Attachment C.  This MW differential can be further reduced by 

utilizing a parallel dry-wet cooling system, as Dominion Resources is proposing for the North 

Anna 3 nuclear reactor in Virginia.  However, during much of the year, whenever the ambient 
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temperature is less than approximately 70 oF, there would be little or no differential in the MW 

output of the wet, dry, or parallel dry-wet AP1000 alternatives.  See Attachment D. 

21. Also, peak summertime load is not met by power produced by nuclear generation.  

Nuclear generation serves baseload power demand.  When there is a peak in power demand, 

simple cycles gas turbines are brought online.  Unlike nuclear plants, gas can be brought on and 

off line quickly.  Peak load in most regions of the country is on the order of double the average 

annual load.  If Southern Company considers it essential to maintain the standard wet-cooled 

AP1000 output on hottest day with a unit equipped with dry cooling, the most inexpensive 

approach would the addition of one 47 MW LM6000 peaking gas turbine at the site to address 

the peak day output reduction associated with use of the 35 oF ITD ACC.  The equipment cost of 

one 47 MW LM6000 is approximately $13 million.2  This is far less than the difference in cost of 

$161 million between a 20 oF ITD ACC and a 35 oF ITD ACC for the AP1000.  The LM6000 is 

also much more thermally efficient than the AP1000.  Given that the LM6000 would be used 

very infrequently, on the order of a few hundred hours per year at most, this approach would 

have almost no impact on the overall cost of the power produced at Vogtle. 

22.  The parasitic fan load of the ACC can also be completely eliminated by selecting a 

natural draft ACC.  A discussion of Heller natural draft ACCs is included in Attachment E. 

Attachment E also includes a description of ACC spray augmentation to increase power output 

on hot days as well as several types of parallel dry-wet cooling system designs.  Direct and 

indirect natural draft ACCs provided by Balcke Durr, now SPX, are described in Attachment E. 

23. There are dozens of coal- and natural gas-fired plants in the U.S. that use air-cooled 

condensers.  The largest air-cooled plant in the U.S. is the 1,650 MW Midlothian Energy natural 

gas combined cycle plant near Dallas, Texas.  The largest coal-fired air-cooled plant in the U.S. 
                                                 
2 Gas Turbine World,  2006 Gas Turbine World Handbook – Simple Cycle Prices, 2006,  p. 15. 
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is the 330 MW Wyodak plant in Wyoming.  The largest air-cooled coal-fired plant in the world 

is the 4,000 MW Matimba power plant in South Africa.  Photographs of the Midlothian and 

Matimba ACCs are provided in Attachment B. 

 

 
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.  Executed on November 
12, 2007. 
 
      Executed in Accord with 10 C.F.R. § 2.304(d) 
      ___________________ 
      Bill Powers, P.E. 
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